How will we
achieve this?

Walk & talks around the school
grounds, discussing current provision &
lesson drop-ins. Follow up staff
twilights/workshops.

Auditing provision to identify
Strengths, Weaknesses &
opportunities for Umbrella Pathways.

SLT, Staff, Pupil & Parent surveys.

Create Action Plans and Umbrella
Pathways that are bespoke to the
school needs and circumstances

REIMAGINE
YOUR
PE UMBRELLA
Let's go on a journey together to reimagine your schools 'PE Umbrella' and
ensure your Physical Education, Physical Activity and School Sport (PE, PA,
SS) offering is inclusive, progressive and engaging for all students,
positively impacting on their physical and mental wellbeing and developing
skills for life (Their own PE Umbrella).
To achieve this, we will spend a full-day auditing your setting, looking at
your current provision through four Umbrella objectives, each with a
different focus (outlined below), and produce action plans to reimagine
and enhance these areas of provision so they align with your whole school
vision, values and ethos.

PE Curriculum &
Teaching

What does PE look like in your setting? We
will conduct a thorough audit of your PE
curriculum and staff capabilities, looking at
existing provision and barriers to teaching &
learning. From this, we will produce a joint
action plan with achievable Umbrella
Pathways to propel you forwards.

PA, PAL & School
Sport

How is PA, PAL and School Sport valued &
embedded in your setting? We will explore the
wider opportunities for PA & SS in your school,
from break, lunchtimes, active travel, extracurricular and even cross-curricular
opportunities. From this, an action plan of
achievable Umbrella Pathways will be put in
place.

Support

What support do you have in place? Areas
that are/have been supported will be reviewed
before areas for immediate and ongoing
support will be identified, and interventions
will be put in place for the subsequent 12
months. In-person & online support will be
provided where applicable to support the
agreed school and staff Umbrella Pathways.

Umbrella Pathways
Umbrella pathways are the routes
towards achieving targets that have
been set and agreed between The PE
Umbrella and the School. The
trajectory of these pathways are
monitored, checked and realigned if
necessary throughout the school year.
www.peumbrella.com

Sustainability

Is your current provision self-sustainable?
We will ensure that implemented pathways
are smart and sustainable for the school and
staff so you can manage your own upwards
trajectory. Follow up communication will be
made on a monthly basis, to check that
everything is running smoothly on the
journey to Reimagining your PE Umbrella.

ryanellis.peumbrella@gmail.com

07577459085

